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Frequently Asked Questions

Q:  What do I have to do to begin
 taking advantage of EM Ingest?
A:  Contact marketing@edmgr.com  
 today to schedule a demo.

Q:  How is this different from  
 submission partners manually   
 submitting papers on behalf of  
 their author customers?
A:  It’s no different - but it is   
 streamlining the process of  
 distributing submissions to   
 thousands of journals.

Q:  Do EM journals need to opt-in   
 to receive submissions from   
 Ingest?
A:  All EM journals are currently   
 receiving submissions from
 the submission partners using
 EM Ingest. Join the ranks of    
 submission partners offering   
 this simplified service to their
 author clients. 

Introduction
Editorial Manager® Ingest seamlessly integrates submission partners and Editorial Manager deployments. Ingest 
allows submission partners to flow submissions right into journal queues, without any manual work. Editorial 
Manager is a cloud-based submission and peer review system used by thousands of journals worldwide.

Ingest Service
Authors are working with submission partners for document preparation including bibliography management, 
collaborative authoring tools, language polishing, and journal selection services. In response to this growing trend, 
EM offers submission partners, and the authors they work on behalf of, convenient distribution to submission 
queues that otherwise require manual interaction for each individual author submission.

Standards Integrated
This new Editorial Manager service leverages the U.S. National Library of Medicine’s Journal Article Tag Suite 
(JATS) standard DTD (version 1.0 and up) to facilitate ingest of metadata in a standardized format. The ability to 
ingest reviewer comments means the ingest service will be attractive to the growing number of services offering 
independent pre-submission peer review.

The service also (optionally) makes use of Ringgold and ORCID® identifiers to ensure that transferred submissions 
are acccurately mapped to prior author registration records in EM, ensuring higher quality metadata. Join in 
bringing this streamlined service to author clients today.
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